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however, just cause 2 is a game that is all about playing the game, and it gets the job
done. its one of those cases where it almost doesn't matter if you own it--it's already
worth it. its a game designed around the various gadgets and vehicles that make a

sandbox game like this fun. to keep things going, the game provides multiplayer so you
can goad each other to do crazy stunts and accomplish various goals. the game also

includes moddable, completely destructible environments. if you take the time to
remove statues, build berms or pull them all down, youll get tons of extra rewards.
niggling problems aside, the pay offs can be worth it if you put in the time to get it
right. with a little patience, just cause 2 is a game that rewards you for making it

through the credits. if we were going to pick out one aspect that bothered us the most,
it would have to be that the gameplay leans too hard into the whimsical side of side-

scrolling action for our tastes. even though the intricacies of the on-rails flying provide
an enjoyable gameplay interlude, the rest of the game tends to lean too hard into the

cutesy, goofy side, rather than the more grounded side of wacky mission-centered
retro shooters. too much of the game relies on idle play to keep you coming back to it;
that being said, we wouldn't have minded a bit more of a grind, so that pulling off such
daring feats of traversal was also a bit more of a challenge. we also felt that the levels
lacked a little too much in the way of branching paths and side missions and that the
plot was a bit overly simplistic and predictable, even if there was somewhat of a twist
at the end. there were a few things which we really appreciated though, such as the
(mostly) authentic environments, the sound design, and the music. as long as the
developers stick to their guns on these aspects, and do keep track of their original

"babies in boxes" concept, we have a feeling that just cause 2 is going to be a hell of a
lot of fun.
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if you enjoy the freedom of flying with a
grappling hook (or even being able to throw it)

and the thrill of gunning down civilians in
helicopters and fighting firefights, then just

cause 2 delivers on its freewheeling premise.
but if you are more concerned about saving

time and effort, you might find that the game
isn't quite as advertised. the story missions are
basic, and the plots they tell are rough cuts. the
story missions are relatively easy to accomplish,
but getting the items you need to get them to

play out is often the tricky part of the
experience. and the narrative has more plot

holes than a sieve. for starters, the game ends
shortly after the game starts when your last

mission is completed--no epilogue or new game.
also, the way the game progresses after you

beat the game is not particularly linear. you can
go back to areas you already visited, but that's
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the only way to progress in the story. rico's
perspective about his character arc isn't

particularly interesting (he starts out as an
adrenaline junkie, and everything the game
throws at him slowly leads him to reject his

destructive ways). and the game tends to focus
less on the cool actions you can perform and
more on the mechanics of grappling and the

autopilot. what prevents the game from
reaching the level of high-minded anarchy other
open-world games have reached isn't so much

the mechanics as the narrative. if it actually
came out to live up to the hype that surrounds

the just cause series, this game would be
awesome. but just cause 2 is a messy,

frustrating mess. it's an action game that's fun
to play, but you spend so much of your time
waiting and searching around for something
cool to do, youll get bored long before you

figure out where to go. and if you load up the
campaign mode, youll find the levels are even

more mundane than before, and the side
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missions are even less varied. the only game
mode worth playing is multiplayer, where you
can blow shit up, or, if you want, you can take
things easy and just watch the others blow shit

up. just cause 2 is a great multiplayer game, but
it feels more like a watered-down and simplified
version of the original just cause game than a
sequel. its a lot of fun when it works, but youll
find yourself wanting to return to the original

just cause far more often than youd like.
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